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Intro! 
 
Okey, so some schmuck (me probably) is trying to get you into traffic trading. 
So what this brief guide will do is to teach you the basics of affiliate campaigns, traffic-bidding and 
how to generate a profit.  
 
Hopefully you will be able to dig up some $$$ and buy yourself a new car or something (no, no 
Ferrari’s but maybe a nice Ford or something) 
 

 

The basic philosophy 
 
So, basically what traffic trading is about is as follows. You buy traffic from a site (or several) on CPM 
or CPC. Add affiliate links with a CPA or CPL payout and with some optimization you make it convert 
high enough for you to have a profit. 
 
I’m going to show you a basic example on the math that we utilize. 
 

1: The Website 
So for this example, let’s pretend we have a website with 100.000 impressions available every day at 
0.1$ CPM (total cost per day is there for 10$) 
 

2: The Advertiser 
And then we have an Advertiser that wants signup to his service (let’s pretend it’s a dating site) 
They pay 10$ per lead and have an average conversion rate from click to lead on 2% 
 

3: The Banners 
So, you have in this example created a banner with a hot chick in it that has an average click-rate of 
0.25%. Let’s put the numbers together 
   
 (imps)        (CTR)        (Clicks/day)   (Conversion) 
100.000 /100 * 0.20%  =  200 /100 * 2 = 2                So, to summarize, we spent 10$ to make 20$ 



1: Acquire traffic 
 

So! First, you are going to have a traffic source (we got a good one already, exoclick.com) so I’m 
going to explain the basics of bidding on traffic and how to use the site. 
 
Step 1: Setting up a campaign (You start with pressing “New campaign”) 
And then you end up here 

 
 

Il briefly explain the different fields 
a: Campaign name; pretty much says itself, you give it a name to keep things tidy 
b: Traffic type; here you choose between Web and Mobile traffic (computers or cellphones basically) 
c: Category; You get to choose between porn or normal 
d: Ad format; What size are you going to upload? Sizes available for TPB are 120x600, 160x600, 
728x90 and 468x60 
e: Country; Pretty self-explanatory, what countries do you want to target? 
 
Then we go ahead and press the little blue arrow to the far right and we end up here: 

 
Here is the “Bid-part” 
So let’s go through the different options you have available here. 
a: You can start with choosing between CPM and CPC 
b: Frequency capping (Only available for CPM) sets a limit on how many times a person gets too see a 
banner 
c: Then you fill out the bid (The list of the minimum bids are available to the right of the field) 
d: Max daily budget, Well…How much you want to spend each day 
 
 
On the 3:rd page you can just choose different spots on the sites and what sites you want to 
target(easy as pie) 
 
On the 4th you just upload your banners and then you basically press “Save campaign” if you don’t 
want to add tracking pixels and stuff (usually not needed) 



The Balance of your bid 
 
This does not need that much of an explanation, but it’s crucial that you understand it. 
 
How the bidding-sites operate is that they sort out the campaigns that they make the most money on 
(pretty understandable) and they divide the traffic between the different buyers based on the traffic 
they get. Below is an example of the diversion of traffic between a mix of CPM and CPC bidders. 
 
1: Bidder number one 
Bids 0.2$ CPM so the network basically have an eCPM of 0.2$ and therefor he recives around 70% of 
the traffic 
2: Bidder number two 
Bids 0.01$ for each click with a click-rate of 0.15% that means that they give the network an average 
eCPM of 0.15$ but since click-traffic isn’t as stable they only receive 20% of the traffic 
3: Bidder number three 
Bids 0.01$ CPM and gives an eCPM of 0.1$ and therefore receives 10% 
 

Please note that all the different sites have different algorithms so how the traffic is divided is 
different between the different ad-networks. 

 

The lesson to be learned 
 
You must quickly establish what bid you should place with your average earnings on the campaigns in 
mind. You want to find the bid that gives you the most profit in hand at the end of the day 
 

 

Acquire Advertiser 
 

This part is simple. You search different dating sites, affiliate networks or casino sites (there are other 
campaigns as well that you can target, use your goddamn imagination) 
 
So what you are looking for are offers that have a high payout but most of all. Have a high conversion 
rate, having a campaign with a huge payout but low conversion rate is too much of a gamble and 
having really low payout but massive payout is also risky since then it’s so easy to mess things up. 
 
You want to find the middle way. 
 
Then you just acquire a login to their site and monitor that shit. 
 

Some tips to make your life easy 
 
Remember that you want an advertiser that supports small things like tracking pixels and adding 
extra data to your links (so you can see what banners performs best and so on) 
 
and of course, an affiliate manager that is decent, why?  
 
They are responsible for helping out the affiliates, so they usually have good tips and insight to the 
campaigns that they are running and can therefor help you out a lot 


